Who Am I?
I am a 17 year old male,
currently South East
Chairman of English
Young Liberals, Director
of a sweet shop company
in Kent, a passionate
politics and economics
student at A-Level and a
young, aspiring politician
for the Liberal Democrats.

Why Liberal
Democrats?
As a BAME citizen of the
UK, with Hispanic family
and European family
links, I joined the party in
2016 to fight Brexit, to
fight racism and to be a
part of making a liberal,
tolerant and better place
for us all to live, whilst
also maintaining a strong
economy.

Policy 1
Work with the
International Committee
to make sure all
international policy
reflects the belief of young
people by more regular
polling and greater ability
to raise concerns.
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Why choose me for the International Committee?
I am bi-lingual; I taught myself Spanish from the age of 10, alongside
learning French to a conversational level. Since then I have also
learnt basic Portuguese and Ukrainian. I was a relatively ‘nerdy’ child
also, having learnt every flag in the world by age 5! International
studies has definitely been something I have grown a passion for.
In April 2018 I was elected as the South East Regional Chair of the
English Young Liberals. Since then I have been speaking with many
young liberals and organising events with senior members of the
party such as Baroness Garden of Frognal for my event in Canterbury
(September 2018).
I would make sure as an international committee representative that
the views of Young Liberals internationally are presented to the
views of English Young Liberals and establishing a stronger link
between international liberal groups and our own.

Policy 2

Policy 3

Create a dedicated area/website
where international liberals from
other organisations can communicate with English Young
Liberals about what is needed to
be done internationally and help
facilitate that.

Make sure LGBTQ+ campaigns
internationally are supported
and advertised by the Young
Liberals and work tirelessly to
help attendance of rallies,
campaigns and movements
for a liberal future.

